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Get a clue 

Identifying the perfect neighborhood begins by knowing what you’re looking for. What 

are your priorities? Here are some to consider: 

 

 •   Do you want to live in-city near shops, restaurants, nightlife and cultural                         

                amenities? Or do you prefer kid-friendly suburbs with larger homes and cul- 

                de-sacs?  

 •   How far do you want to live from where you work? Will you commute by car  

                or need public transportation? 

 •   Do you want an older, more established residential neighborhood with tree- 

                lined streets or a development of new homes?  

 •   Do you want a community of young families or single professionals? Active  

                retirees or college students? Or does it matter? 

 •   Do you want to remain near your current activities, such as church, gym,                         

                clubs or other organizations? 

 •   Do you want a neighborhood with sidewalks? 

 •   Do you need peace and quiet or do you love a street beat? 

 

Dig deeper 

Now that you’ve picked up a few clues, dig deeper to see where they lead. For 

example: 

 •   Good schools. If you’ve got children, you’ll want to know how schools in  

      the neighborhoods you’re considering stack up. Find out about class size, 

Crack the case of where to live by using your inner detective to uncover the facts. 

When you buy a house, you buy the neighborhood too. Knowing where you want to live is as 
important as knowing what you want to live in, because the right house in the wrong location 
isn’t really the right house for you. Live under a flight path? Great if you travel a lot, but bad if 
the sound of aircraft keeps you up at night. Live near a school? Perfect if you have kids, but 
bad if year-round, playground activity isn’t your cup of tea. Live on a golf course? Tee-rrific, 
unless golf carts buzzing across your lawn drives you nuts.

To figure out what you want in a neighborhood, call on your inner private eye. Ask yourself 
what matters most to you, then listen to your head and heart for clues that point you in the 
right direction. Do your best Sam Spade imitation and become a dogged neighborhood de-
tective.

Follow the Clues to Find the Right Neighborhood



      test scores, school reviews and more at GreatSchools, an online ratings site.  

               Keep in mind that schools matter even if you don’t have children, as good  

      schools say a lot about the health of a neighborhood and buyers with children  

      like proximity to good schools, a definite plus when it comes time to sell your  

                house. 

 •   Crime statistics. We all want to feel safe in our homes, so if a          

                neighborhood looks or feels sketchy, know before you buy. The  

      federal government and most state and local governments keep statistics  

                on illicit activities, and many websites have already done the legwork for you,  

      breaking down crime rates by state, city, neighborhood and ZIP code. Visit   

                the local police station, in person or online, for detailed crime reports.  

 

 •   Future plans. Check with your local planning office about upcoming  

                construction, road expansions, zoning changes, proposals or other projects  

                slated for your neighborhood. Otherwise, you may find out too late that the  

                within-walking-distance grocery store that you love so much will be torn  

      down to make way for a light-rail station.  

 

 •   Signs of the times. A neighborhood sprouting for-sale or for-rent signs,  

                foreclosures or empty houses may not be headed in a good direction.  

      Renters, even good ones, rarely keep up their homes as well as owners, and  

                neighborhood deterioration is contagious. Foreclosed homes, even in pristine  

                condition, tend to lower property values and may indicate a neighborhood  

                in decline. Are sellers moving on because of a lifestyle change (new job, new  

                interests, empty nesters) or other reasons? You can’t predict the future and   

                neighborhoods change all the time, but being fully informed is a smart move. 

 

Investigate the scene 

Now that you’ve gathered all the evidence, it’s time to investigate the scene. There’s no 

better way to get a feel for a neighborhood than to try it on.  

 

 •   Walk around. Get out of the car and take a spin around the neighborhood.  

      Do the houses have curb appeal and seem well maintained? Are the streets   

                and sidewalks in good condition? Are there sufficient crosswalks, stop signs  

      and traffic lights? Do the businesses look welcoming and inviting? Are  

                buildings free of graffiti?  Are there parks within easy walking distance? A    

                library nearby? Where’s the nearest coffee shop?  
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 •   Visit at different times of day. Does that quiet neighborhood you drive               

               through at 10 a.m. on a Wednesday become a kids’ playground on the  

               weekends?Does easy street parking all but disappear when the weekly              

               farmers market sets up a few blocks away? Are the streets well-lit at night, or  

               do you need a flashlight to walk the dog? Getting a picture of the area  

               at all hours will help tell if a neighborhood’s for you. 

 

 •   Can you get there from here? It’s a good idea to drive your regular       

                commute to and from neighborhoods you’re considering. An easy  

      drive on a Saturday afternoon could become a real nightmare Monday      

                through Friday. Check the arterial streets too, to gauge spillover from rush- 

                hour drivers trying to avoid the freeway. Drive to places you regularly frequent,  

                like your gym or your church, to see if you’d spend more or less time on the   

                road from your new neighborhood.   

 

 •   Talk to people. Chat up your future neighbors to find out what they like, or  

                don’t like, about the neighborhood. Get the inside scoop on where they like  

                to hang out, who delivers the best pizza, and other bits of info you can’t learn  

                online. Talk to the local business owners too. Find out how long they’ve been   

                in business or why they chose to locate – and stay – in the neighborhood. 

 

 •   Use your senses. Pay attention to the sights, sounds and smells of a               

                neighborhood. Do you see a nearby bakery, coffee shop, dog park, jogging   

                path or any other service that you need to feel at home? Would noise from   

                a nearby freeway, airport, train tracks, fire station, hospital or nightclub disturb  

      you? Smell the air; is it fragrant with fresh-baked bread or reek of day-old  

                seagulls? Pine from a forest or sulfur from a factory? Sometimes buying a  

                house is a matter of common senses.

Name the suspect 

You’ve followed all the clues and carried out a brilliant investigation. All that’s left is to finger the 

guilty party or, in your case, name the neighborhood you want to call home. With luck, it’ll turn out 

to be the perfect suspect. Case closed.


